
FS Newsletter 

 
Week commencing 3rd October 2022 
 

 

FS1 

 

The children have worked incredibly hard on their listening skills this week. 

They have been super stars during our carpet times. They have also learnt our 

‘days of the week’ song this week and we add the correct day to our calendar.  

At the beginning of the week, the children loved the dinosaur workshop and 

were fantastic palaeontologists.  

 

Phonics 

Next week we will sing the alphabet song and we will play games of ‘I spy’. Each 

time the children identify what an object starts with, we will look at that letter 

on our alphabet strip. At home you could play this game too – remember to focus 

on the sound of the letter rather than the name (c for cow rather than c 

pronounced see) 

 

Topic 

We will read the Rainbow Fish this week and we will think about some rules that 

we need to follow in FS1 and how we must be kind to our friends all of the time.  

 

Maths 

In maths we will fish for numbers and match numbers to quantities. We will also 

sing some number songs such as ‘1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish alive’ and ‘5 Little 

Speckled Frogs’. 

 

FS2 

 

The children really enjoyed the dinosaur workshop on Monday. They enjoyed 

being palaeontologists looking for bones and fossils. They also thoroughly 

enjoyed meeting the dinosaurs.   

 

Phonics 

Next week we will be teaching the new sounds d, g, o and c.  

We will be sending home the sounds we have learnt so far. You can cut them out, 

stick them on card if you wish and practise recognising the sounds and making 

words with them.    

 



Topic and English 

We will be continuing to learn about dinosaurs and will be learning some facts 

about dinosaurs.  

 

 

Maths 

Next week we will start to look at repeating patterns.  

 

Events: 

 

Space Day Dinner – Thursday 6th October. 

 

 

 

Thank you for your support. 

 

FS Team 


